
2130 – Drax Arms – 13/10/19 

 
Week three without a K9 run and its that time when all good Hashers lay a trail. So where’s the 
mini hare? Oh yeah, she’s sunning herself on the top deck of a bus on the IOW, with loads of 
other hashers having fun. Hmmm, good thing Ratty and Poppit are around. 
 
So Japan is having hurricanes, tsunamis and earthquakes and Bere Regis is receiving shed 
loads of rain. Poor Ratty and Poppit nearly get washed off the hills laying the Mini Saturday 
morning, this was even after they took pity of the the expected walkers and deviated the trail away 
from piles of shiggy. Personally I don’t approve of avoiding shiggy, but I’m not one to stand up to two 
hobbits. Life is too short to risk life and limb. 
 
TP and Mouse turn up today so we should have some management. However, when its a TP with a 
massive hangover its not up to par, no greeting of newbies and he has to rush to the car to get 5,000 
winks. 
 
Now, being a main co-hare with Hotspur, I can’t really pretend I didn’t know where the trail went. 
So the good money was it went that way. With a prime group of runners, Spotted Dick, Jock Strap, 
Grocer, Mouse, K9, Newbie and a few others this had the makings of a glorious days run. The gods 
decreed that as a Hash day it will not rain between 11 and 1. This didn’t help under foot. Ground is 
super saturated after another week of rain. Everything in squidgy, inclined trails have rivers running 
down them. 
 
Did we plow on down hill to the farm and then off to Throop, keeping a look out for metal 
detectorists, did we battle back up the hill to the ridge? No. We have beautiful woodland walks, 
shoes sinking below ground level, lots of strategic bars to stop trail confusion, down hills to briar 
covered paths via ponds. Tortuous trails through manky grass to secluded paths where Boy Lost 
says which way home as I have the car keys!!! 
 
Followed by a gentle jog through the watercress farm back to the pub. 
Absolutely fantastic trail, back in time to watch the end of Scotland/Japan rugby and TP finally woke 
up. 
 
So, dry trail, cress farms, some up, some down, woods, shiggy, tarmac, millions of specialised bars 
and Hobbit magic. What more can you want, sadly Scotland winning wasn’t one of them. 
 
So what did you think 

 


